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Persepolis
Magnificent Persepolis embodies ancient
grandeur, with its monumental staircases,
exquisite reliefs and imposing gateways.
Dating back to around 520 BC, it was devel-
oped by generations of rulers and became
the ceremonial capital at the heart of an enor-
mous empire, a showcase designed to awe
visitors with its scale and beauty. The
Apadana Palace is the grandest sight of all,
with evocative bas-reliefs along the northern
wall showing scenes of past splendor.

Tabriz
Shoppers have been hitting the magnificent
bazaar of Tabriz for over a millennium. It
stretches over a staggering 7 sq km with
numerous caravanserais and impressive tim-
chehs (halls) and is the perfect place to hag-
gle for honey, carpets, jewelry and countless
other souvenirs. Once a significant Silk Road
trading station, the bazaar is worth a visit
even if you don’t plan on buying anything -
the intensity of the smells, colors, noise and
bustle are more than enough of an experi-
ence.

Alborz Mountains
For hiking, skiing, or admiring, you couldn’t
ask for a more perfect setting than Alborz
Mountains. 

The fabled Alamut Valley landscapes are
among the most exciting to explore, spiced
up with a dramatic medieval history: the
ruined fortresses dotting the hills were once
home to the feared medieval religious cult of
the Assassins. 

Both shorter, independent hikes and
longer guided journeys, accompanied by a
mule are possible.  As for skiing, Tochal,
Shemshek and Dizin resorts are all within a
few hour’s drive from central Tehran.

Mashhad
Iran’s holiest city is home to one of the mar-
vels of the Islamic world: an enormous shrine
complex commemorating the martyrdom of
Shiite Islam’s eighth Imam, Reza. This sacred
city-within-a-city has clusters of gold and blue
domes and minarets, vast courtyards and
magnificent arcades and is really a sight to
savor. Tens of millions converge here yearly to
pay their respects.


